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CMH Board Report 

From CMH President & CEO  
June 2013 

 
This report provides a brief update on some key activities within CMH as an FYI to 
the board.  While it is organized against our strategic themes, it may include 
strategic, corporate and other projects as necessary. 
 

 

Unparalleled Focus on Quality 

 
Emergency Response kits changed 

 To help improve the Emergency Response kit’s visibility, boxes were 
replaced by hanging clipboards on June 12. These clipboards are located 
in units’ main communication areas. 

 The clipboard includes a map of the department’s areas, a REACT tactical 
worksheet, and an orange emergency vest to quickly identify the leader. 

 The vest will be worn by the “Leader” during the time of the code, who will 
also liaise with first responders. This clipboard will be located in the main 
communication area of your department or as communicated to you by 
your manager  

 The kits purpose is to provide staff with quick, easily accessible information 
and tools, when reacting to an emergency 

 
 

 

Strength through Our People 

 
Amber Anderson-Lunn’s is Manager of Women and Children’s Health 
Services, July 7 

 Amber starts her role as Manager of Women and Children’s Health in July 

 We welcome her back as she has worked at CMH for 15 years in 
various capacities from staff nurse to Clinical Educator Facilitator in the 
Women and Children’s program  
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 Amber also works with Conestoga College and McMaster University as 
a tutor in their nursing programs  

 She is an enthusiastic life-long learner committed to excellence in 
patient care. She holds a Bachelor of Science in Nursing and is 
currently enrolled in a Masters of Nursing program 
 

Joanna Llorin, May ICCAIR award recipient 

 A surprised Joanna Llorin was May’s recipient for the ICCAIR award 

 Joanna was nominated by co-worker Antonie Mulder for her dedication 
to patients, collaboration with teammates and commitment to CMH’s 
values 

 Both Joanna and Antonie work in CMH’s Emergency Department. 
 
Suzie Moreira and Tim Horton’s team, June ICCAIR Award recipient  

 Suzie Moreira and the Tim Horton’s team are June’s ICCAIR recipients 

 Nominated by Chuck Snider, they were cited for their caring and 
compassion for a visitor whose wife in hospital. When she passed 
away, they sent him a letter of condolences as a team making a 
difficult time a little more bearable 

 The visitor also sent a letter to Tim Horton’s headquarters, whose 
President and CEO also recognized them for their act of compassion 

 
Annual BBQ – June 16 

 Summer Lovin’ from the hit movie Grease inspired this year’s theme for 
CMH’s annual BBQ 

 Complete with a drive-in, root beer floats and some retro cars, staff, 
physicians and volunteers enjoyed the superb weather and the food 

 Holding true to their values of caring, many staff participated in a mini-
food drive for the Cambridge Self-Help Food Bank. Over 370 lbs. of 
non-perishable food and $313 were raised and donated  

 

 

Driving Value and Affordability 

 
Supply Chain Department changes communicated to staff 

 On May 30, staff were informed of changes to the Supply Chain 
Department. These changes were part of CMH’s cost savings 
strategies and initiatives that were started in June 2012 

 The Supply Chain Department (SCD) was given a $100K cost 
reduction target to achieve by the end of 2013-14  
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 To reach this target, it is switching third party logistics provider from 
Mohawk Supply Chain (Mohawk) to Cardinal Health Canada (Cardinal). 
The switch is slated for early July, 2013  

 To support this change, Information Management and Technology is 
transitioning the flow of data so that it runs smoothly between Meditech 
and Cardinal. SCD is also working with staff to review their item lists 
and par levels  

 The SCD department has assured staff that the switch should be 
seamless and there will be no changes to the items they are currently 
using  

 SCD also announced it is leaning their processes.  

 Currently SCD stocks supply carts using both the Mohawk System for 
items from the warehouse and our own system for items from Stores or 
direct orders. With the change to Cardinal, only one system is needed 
for all items  

 Also noted, labeling on supply carts will change to all-white labels. All 
usage history and the costs associated with those supplies will be 
visible in Meditech; currently all of this information resides in the 
Mohawk Supply Chain software  
 

Semi-Private Mock-up room Nurses Day – June 25   

 A special ‘Nurses Day’ was arranged to view the semi-private mock-up 
room. Nursing feedback is crucial to the design of these rooms as the 
working drawings need to be submitted by August 3  

 The room is ‘to scale’ rendition of a semi private room and is built in 
plywood  

 So far there have been more than a dozen suggestions that may 
influence the final outcome of the working drawings  

 The semi-private room is the last mock-up room to be built, after the ICU 
and private patient room 

 
 
 
 
 


